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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of

CERTAIN VISION-BASED DRIVER
ASSISTANCE SYSTEM CAMERAS AND hm N0_337_TA_907
COMPONENTS THEREOF

ORDER 11: GRANTING RESPONDENT TRW’S MOTION TO STRIKE AND
PRECLUDE MAGNA FROM RELYING ON LATE-DISCLOSED
TESTING ACTIVITIES

(October 9, 2014)

On September 23, 2014, Respondent TRW Automotive U.S. LLC (”TRW”) filed a

motion to strike and preclude Complainant Magna Electronics Inc. (”Magna”) from relying on

late-disclosed testing activities. (Motion No. 907-0191.) On September 29, 2014, Magna filed

an opposition to the motion. On September 29, 2014, the Commission Investigative Staff

(“Staff”) filed a response to TRW’s motion to strike and preclude Magna from relying on late

disclosed testing activities.

TRW requests the following: “(1) strike any references in the expert report of [Magna’s

expert] Dr. Paul S. Min made with respect to testing activities that Magna failed to disclose

during fact discovery; (2) preclude Dr. Min from testifying about such late-disclosed testing at

trial; and (3) otherwise preclude Magna from relying on the late-disclosed testing activities at

trial.” (Mot. Memo. at 1.) TRW contends that Magna’s disclosure of testing activities after the

close of fact discovery on August 29, 2014 is highly prejudicial to TRW because TRW is timei__ii
1Motion No. 907-019 also included a request for a shortened response time requiring responses by September 26,
2014. On September 24, 2014, the ALJ granted-in-part the request requiring responses by close of business on
September 29, 2014.
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barred from conducting further fact discovery or deposing fact witnesses who were involved in

the late-disclosed testing activities. (1d.) TRW therefore argues that it is also prevented from

being able to effectively challenge the reliability, accuracy or methodology of the late-disclosed

and untimely testing activities. (Id)

Specifically, TRW requests that the following portions of Dr. Min’s expert report be

stricken because TRW contends that none of these testing activities from Dr. Min’s expert report

were disclosed during fact discovery even though TRW contends it requested information

directly relating to such activities:

0 Paragraphs 70-74 and 79 refer to testing performed on May 21, 2014, at Magna’s

facilities in Auburn Hills and Holland, Michigan;

v Paragraphs 79-94 refer to testing performed in late August, at the Magna Auburn Hills

facility;

1 Portions of Exhibit 4, at pages 18-27, refer to testing performed at Magna’s facilities; and

0 Portions of Exhibit 7, at pages 21-27, refer to testing performed at Magna s facilities.

(Mot. Memo. at 1-2.)

TRW submits that it served several interrogatories on Magna requesting disclosure of

information related to testing of accused products and testing of alleged domestic industry

products. (Mot. Memo. at 2.) TRW interrogatories included, inter alia, disclosure of:

0 “details of the circumstances surrounding testing, inspection, reverse engineering, or

evaluation of any devices or products of TRW, including the date, device name, product

model and/or serial number, and persons involved” (TRW’s Interrogatory Nos. 8 and 59);

and
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0 “for each domestic industry product details of the circumstances surrounding testing,

inspection, reverse engineering, or evaluation of any products, all documents reviewed or

created, and all other information which fonned the basis of Magna’s contention that

these domestic industry products practice representative claims of the Asserted Patents”

(TRW’s lnterrogatory Nos. 15 and 65). (Mot. Memo. at 2.)

TRW contends that these interrogatories were not limited to testing performed by Magna

independently, and Magna did not object to these interrogatories to the extent that they sought

information regarding testing performed by any expert in this investigation. (Ia’.)

TRW states that fact discovery ended on August 29, 2014, and Magna failed to disclose

any information regarding the testing that occurred, that is relevant to this investigation, and that

is responsive to TRW's interrogatories 8, 15, 59, and/or 65. (Mot. Memo. at 2-3.) TRW thus

contends that Magna’s expert instead referenced for the first time on September 11, 2014, testing

activities that had not been disclosed during discovery, including: (l) testing performed on May

21, 2014 at Magna’s facilities in Auburn Hills and Holland, Michigan (“Magna May Testing”)

and (2) testing perfonned at the Magna Auburn Hills facility in late Auglst (“Auburn Hills

August Testing”). (Mot. Memo. at 3.)

TRW argues that Magna’s decision to withhold relevant information regarding testing of

accused products and alleged domestic industry products is highly prejudicial, and Magna should

not be allowed to benefit from its failure to comply with discovery deadlines set by the

procedural schedule. (Mot. Memo. at 6.) TRW also contends that Magna had the duty to timely

respond to and supplement discovery requests, but that Magna did neither. (Ia'.) In particular,

TRW submits that Magna had knowledge of the Magna May Testing two months prior to the

cut-off date for its responses to infringement contention interrogatories and more than two
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months before the close of fact discovery. (Id.) TRW also contends that Magna had knowledge

of the Auburn Hills August Testing and chose not to disclose that information prior to the close

of fact discovery. (Mot. Memo. at 7.) TRW therefore submits that it has no adequate way to

cure the prejudice caused by Magna’s failure to disclose the testing addressed in this motion, as

the deposition of Dr. Min will be inadequate to identify relevant discovery to which TRW would

have otherwise been entitled. (Id.)

Magna contends that the sole basis of TRW’s motion to strike is that Dr. Min’s expert

testing was not disclosed during fact discovery in response to TRW’s interrogatories. (Opp. at

2.) Magna argues, however, that Dr. Min’s testing was properly disclosed in his expert report on

September ll, 2014 when the parties were to exchange their expert reports and identify

tests/surveys/data per the procedural schedule. (Id.) Magna also avers that TRW presents no

legal authority to exclude expert opinions that comply with the prescribed procedural schedule.

(Id.)

Magna argues that “[t]he interrogatories upon which TRW relies are reasonably limited

to testing performed by Magna itself or under Magna’s direction.” (Opp. at 2.) Magna therefore

contends that the infonnation about Dr. Min’s expert testing was not responsive to TRW

interrogatories. (Id.) Magna submits that Dr. Min (and not Magna) designed, conducted, and

analyzed the testing at issue. (Id.) Magna states that Dr. Min describes his testing in detail in his

expert report. (Id) Lastly, Magna argues that to the extent that TRW’s interrogatories are

interpreted to include expert testing, the information sought has been produced in accordance

with the procedural schedule. (Id)

Magna further contends that even if Dr. Min’s testing was responsive to TRW’s

interrogatories, TRW has suffered no prejudice in waiting for Dr. Min to disclose these. (Mot.
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Memo. at 8.) Magna proffers that the only prejudice that TRW even alleges is that it cannot

depose Magna employees involved in the testing. (Id.) Magna contends that to the extent that

any Magna employees were “involved” in Dr. Min’s testing, they were acting under Dr. Min’s

direction and control. (Id) Magna also contends that TRW has already been given the

opportunity to depose Magna —multiple times, in fact » on testing conducted by Magna and

leamed that Magna did not independently conduct any testing. (Id) Additionally, Magna

submits that TRW has an opportunity to depose Dr. Min on all aspects of his testing. (1d.) And,

Magna avers that TRW’s expert may respond to Dr. Min’s testing in his rebuttal report. (ld.) As

such, Magna argies that TRW has suffered no prejudice and TRW’s drastic motion to strike

(which would inflict undue prejudice on Magna if granted) should be denied. (Id)

Staff opposes TRW’s motion to strike, but “is of the view that Magna should not be

allowed to rely on its late-disclosed testing activities unless fact discovery is reopened to allow

additional discovery regarding Magna’s testing activities.” (Staff at 1.) The Staff however,

submits that “[i]f fact discovery is not reopened, then the Staff agrees that the relief that TRW

seeks would be appropriate.” (ld.)

The Staff points out that she, as well as TRW, served interrogatories on Magna seeking

information regarding any testing of accused products or domestic products performed by Magna

or on Magna’s behalf. (Staff at 1.) Specifically, the Staff submits that “TRW Interrogatory Nos.

8 and 59 sought ‘details of the circumstances surrounding testing, inspection, reverse

engineering, or evaluation of any devices or products of TRW, . . .’ while TRW Interrogatory

Nos. 15 and 65 sought ‘for each domestic industry product . . . details of the circtunstances

surrounding testing, inspection, reverse engineering, or evaluation of any products . . . .”’ (Staff

at 1-2, citing Mot. Memo. at 2.)
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The Staff points out that its Interrogatory No. 25 specifically requested Magna to

“[i]dentify any engineering studies, tests, comparisons, analyses, inspections, or reports

(collectively, “analyses”) conducted by you or on your behalf involving any of the accused

products ...” (Staff at 2.) Additionally, the Staff submits that its Interrogatory Nos. 35 and 85

requested identical information to Interrogatory No. 25 regarding testing of domestic products

that formed the basis for Magna’s contention that such products are covered by one or more

claims of the patents at issue. (Staff at 2.)

The Staff contends that Magna did not describe any specific testing activities in response

to its interrogatories. (Staff at 2.) The Staff points out that in response to its Interrogatory No.

25, “Magna simply responded, ‘Magna is not aware of any such studies, or the like, other than

those undertaken by or under the direction of counsel for purposes of litigation, and which are

privileged.”’ (Staff at 3.) However, the Staff notes that fact discovery closed on August 29,

2014, and initial expert reports were served on September ll, 2014. The Staff also points out

that Magna’s expert submitted “an expert report stating that ‘[s]ince early July 2014 till the

completion of this report, I have perfonned extensive testing on the accused products and the

domestic industry products.’” (Staff at 3, citing Mot. Memo. exh. 4 1]70 (excerpts from Min

Initial Expert Rep).)

The Staff contends that “Magna did not disclose any of Dr. Min’s testing activities in its

interrogatory responses.” (Staff at 4.) Additionally, the Staff points out that when this failure to

disclose Dr. Min’s testing activities was brought to its attention, Magna did not offer to

supplement its responses to provide the detailed infonnation regarding Magna’s testing activities

that was requested in those interrogatories. (Staff at 4.) The Staff submits that Magna has just

taken the position that “Magna understood TRW’s Interrogatory Nos. 8 and l5 (and Staffs
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lnterrogatory Nos. 25 and 85) to seek information directed to testing performed directly by

Magna itself or by another entity under Magna’s instruction.” (Staff at 4, quoting Mot. Memo.

exh. 7 (Sept. 22, 2014 email from M. Bathon).)

The Staff contends that “Dr. Min’s testing activities, which were obviously conducted on

Magna’s behalf, fall squarely within the scope of TRW’s and the Staff‘s interrogatories and

should have been fully disclosed during fact discovery.” (Staff at 4.) The Staff argues that_Dr.

Min, as Magna’s expert Witness, is an ‘entity under Magna’s instruction.’” (Staff at 4, citing Mot.

Mem. exh. 7.) The Staff, therefore submits that “even under Magna’s understanding of the scope

of TRW’s and the Staffs discovery requests, Dr. Min’s testing activities should have been

disclosed.” (Staff at 4.) Additionally, the Staff contends that its interrogatories were not limited

to information about activities perfonned under Magna’s instruction, but encompassed all

analyses perfonned on Magna’s behalf, whether or not Magna instructed the testing entity in

how to perfonn the testing. (Staff at 4.) The Staff contends that all of the extensive testing

activities described in Dr. Min’s initial expert report fall within this definition of the information

requested and, therefore, should have been disclosed to TRW and the Staff during fact discovery.

(Id.)

Staff agrees with TRW that Magna’s failure to disclose Dr. Min’s testing activities at the

time they occurred should not be without consequence. (Staff at 5.) The Staff contends that

“Magna should not be permitted to thwart fact discovery by claiming privilege over testing that

was clearly within the scope of multiple interrogatories, but then remove the privilege when it is

most advantageous for Magna.” (Staff at 5, citing, e.g., In re Seagate Technology, LLC, 497

F.3d 1360, 1372 (Fed. Cir. 2007); In re Ech0Star Communications C0rp., 448 F.3d 1294, 1301

02 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (a party may not use privilege or work product as both a sword and a
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shield).) Additionally, the Staff points out that Magna’s failure to provide relevant information

during the fact discovery period is prejudicial in that they have not had an opportunity to depose

any fact witnesses involved in the testing process. (Staff at 5.) The Staff also points out that it

has not been able to review any documents or other materials created in preparation for, or

generated by, Dr. Min’s tests of the accused products and asserted domestic industry products.

(Id.) The Staff also contends that without this fact discovery, its and TRW’s ability to depose

Dr. Min thoroughly regarding the assertions in his expert report has been compromised. (Id)

The Staff therefore submits that Magna should not be allowed to rely on test data that it and

TRW have not had an opportunity to investigate. (ld.)

The Staff points out that the Commission would benefit from a complete record regarding

the actual operation of the accused devices and domestic products, and that it would be better to

cure the deficiency in the discovery process, if possible, rather than to strike relevant

information. (Staff at 5.) The Staff proffers that the deficiency can be cured by permitting

additional, but limited, fact discovery. (Staff at 5-6, citing, e.g., Certain Television Sets,

Television Receivers, Television Tuners, and Components Thereofi Inv. No. 337-TA-910, Order

No. 31 (Aug. 28, 2014) (granting motion for additional fact depositions after close of discovery

where new information disclosed for the first time one week prior to the close of fact discovery);

Certain Wireless Devices with 3G Capabilities and Components Thereofl Inv. No. 337-TA-800,

Order No. 69 (Sept. 19, 2012) (ordering additional deposition rather than precluding party from

making certain arguments); Certain Semiconductor Integrated Circuits Using Tungsten

Metallization and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337- TA-648, Order No. 90 (June 4,

2009) (granting motion to reopen discovery for limited purposes).) The Staff therefore contends

that the prejudice to TRW and itself can be remedied by an order reopening fact discovery for
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the limited purpose of investigating any testing of accused products and domestic products

performed on Magna’s behalf, including the testing perfonned by Dr. Min. (Staff at 6.)

The Staff contends that if TRW and the Staff are not permitted to conduct additional fact

discovery, then the Staff submits that TRW’s motion to strike should be granted. (Staff at 6.)

The Staff points out TRW’s argument that Administrative Law Judges may refuse to allow

parties to rely on late-disclosed information in support of their claims when that infonnation has

not been made available to other parties on a timely basis. (Staff at 6-7, citing Mot. Mem. at 5;

citing, e.g., Certain Wireless Devices with 3G and/or 4G Capabilities and Components Thereof:

Inv. No. 337-TA-868, Order No. 88 at 5-6 (Jan. 10, 2014); Certain Set-Top Boxes, and

Hardware and Software Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-761, Order No. 24 (Nov. 18,

2011); Certain Electronic Devices with Image Processing Systems, Components Thereof and

Associated Software, Inv. No. 337-TA—724,Order No. 24, (Mar. 3, 2011).) The Staff agrees with

TRW that Magna should not be allowed to benefit from its failure to timely supplement its

discovery responses to reveal the test data on which its expert witness now relies. (Staff at 7.)

For the reasons set forth below, the ALJ hereby GRANTS Motion No. 907-019. First,

the ALJ’s decision to strike the relevant portions is not based solely on the “location of the

testing.” (See Opp. at 6.) Rather, the ALJ’s basis for striking the relevant portions are based on

Magna’s failure to disclose the testing performed —especially those performed at its facilities. In

other words, the “location of the testing” is relevant to the ALJ’s decision to the extent it triggers

Magna’s obligation to respond to TRW’s and Staffs interrogatories —the portions were not

stricken simply because they were perfonned at Magna’s facilities. The ALJ further finds

Magna’s argument that its employees were acting under direct orders from Dr. Min and,

therefore, not acting under Magna’s direction to be unpersuasive. These employees were
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performing tasks for Dr. Min as a direct result of their employment with Magna while being

compensated by Magna. There is no evidence before the ALJ that the employees working with

Dr. Min volunteered their time; that the work was performed outside of their duties as Magna

employees; or that such work was being performed without Magna’s knowledge. In other words,

Magna was fully aware that Dr. Min was perfonning tests on the accused products and the

domestic industry products using its own facilities and employees. The fact that Magna did not

know the specifics of the testing does not absolve Magna of its responsibility to find out such

information and disclose it as necessary in response to propounded discovery.

The ALJ agrees with TRW and the Staff that the information Magna failed to disclose is

responsive to TRW’s interrogatories 8, 15, 59 and/or 65 as well as the Staff s interrogatories 25,

35 and/or 85. These interrogatories propounded by TRW and the Staff clearly were not limited

to testing performed only by or at the sole direction of Magna. Indeed, as Staff correctly notes,

even assuming Magna’s narrow reading, Dr. Min was clearly acting at the direction and on

behalf of Magna in performing his tests. As such, these are tests “performed” by Magna. The

ALJ declines to accept Magna’s conflation of expert discovery and fact discovery. Dr. Min’s

opinions on the testing and results are appropriately reserved for expert discovery —the fact that

Dr. Min perfonned these tests and the nature of the tests and circumstances surrounding these

tests are not. This information is factual and responsive to TRW’s and Staff‘s interrogatories.

As such, Magna was obligated to timely disclose this information and seek leave to supplement

its response as necessary. ‘

The ALJ further finds that Magna’s failure to disclose the testing information is clearly

prejudicial because both TRW and the Staff have not had the opportunity to depose any fact

witnesses involved in the testing process, and documents and other materials created with respect
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to the testing could not be reviewed. Furthermore, Magna’s failure to disclose Dr. Min’s testing

activities, even after this failure was brought to Magna’s attention, shows that Magna had no

intention to properly answer the aforementioned interrogatories. While Magna tries to contend

that the deposition of Dr. Min and TRW’s rebuttal expert report eliminates any prejudice to

TRW, the opportunity to conduct fact discovery and gather information about the testing from

Magna employees as well as documents created at Magna’s facilities as a result of the testing

cannot be substituted by information from Magna’s expert, Dr. Min.

Staff argues that this prejudice can be remedied by reopening discovery for the limited

purpose of gathering information related to these tests. The ALJ finds, however, that a limited

reopening of discovery is not warranted in this specific instance. As set forth above, the ALJ

finds that Magna chose to withhold disclosing the testing, despite repeated opportunities to

disclose this information to TRW and Staff. Given the fact that Magna and TRW are involved in

several litigations against each other, both at the ITC and in district court, the ALJ finds Magna’s

claimed innocent misreading of TRW and Staffs interrogatory responses to be limited to only

tests directed by Magna alone to be disingenuous. Magna and its counsel cannot claim ignorance

in its reading of what the ALJ considers to be fairly standard discovery requests. Rather,

Magna’s decision to withhold discovery until expert discovery was a strategic decision on its

part. The ALJ finds that such a basis does not warrant reopening discovery in order to allow

Magna to correct its strategic decision.

Accordingly, the ALJ GRANTS Motion No. 907-O19.

Within seven days of the date of this document, each party shall submit to the Office of

the Administrative Law Judges a statement as to whether or not it seeks to have any portion of

this document deleted from the public version. Any party seeking to have any portion of this
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document deleted from the public version thereof shall also submit to this office a copy of this

document with red brackets indicating any portion asserted to contain confidential business

information. The parties’ submissions may be made by facsimile and/or hard copy by the

aforementioned date. The parties’ submissions concerning the public version of this document

need not be filed with the Commission Secretary. '

SO ORDERED.

fi <5
TheodoreR. Essex /
Administrative Law Judge
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